
COLOUR SYSTEM
OUR NEW 

Enjoy the benefits of our completely finished garden houses
and forget about the burdensome painting of your precious
cottage. That‘s why we have developed our new
Lasita Maja colour system for you. Our industrial wood
painting system provides ideal protection for your garden
house for years - saving you valuable time and a lot of
money.

Our environment-friendly and water-based wood
preservative is ideal for professional outdoor use. Thanks
to a unique combination of different binders, the surface is

ideally sealed whilst remaining breathable and permanently
waterproof. The paint penetrates deep into the wood and its
matte finish ensures a beautiful accentuation of the grain.

Our final treatment offers perfect protection against harmful
weather conditions, UV radiation, insect infestation, mold,
fungi and bluing.

Our wall boards are already treated on 3 sides (inside
untreated for natural look and feel) using your desired colour.
Our patented corner connection on log cabins is sealed 6
sided and provides best possible protection of wood and
gives stability for years to come.
Doors, windows and trimmings are painted cream white
prior to shipping from the factory. Purlins and roof planks
are untreated and give the cabin inside a natural look and
feel.

As the components are already treated before installation,
your garden house is well protected in the long run. Even
the corner joints, cut edges and trimmings are properly
treated. This helps maintain value and peace of mind for
many years.

To repair any minor surface defects during assembly, each
delivery comes with a paint supply for repairs.

Leave the paint work to others and go for a completely
finished garden house from Lasita Maja.

28 mm singlenut blockboard

34/44 mm doublenut blockboard Four colours to choose.

• 3-sided protection of wallboards

• Inside untreated for natural look and feel

• Corner connection on log cabins 6-sided

sealed for best protective use

• Colour from German high-quality supplier

“Osmo” used

• Purlins untreated

• Roof boards are untreated

WHAT´S NEW?

We are using
OSMO colours

88



• All boards with industrial finish on three sides

• Log cabins blockboard heards and corner

connections are 6-sided sealed for the

best protective use

• Used colour is from OSMO

• Inside boards natural untreated

• 4 colours available

• Doors/windows are cream white inside

and outside

• Trims and windows can be painted cream

or white depending on what the client wants

• Purlins untreated

• Roof planks are untreated

• Environment-friendly, solvent-free and

low-odour treatment agents

• Ideal protection against weather conditions,

fungi, insect infestation, mould and bluing

• Paint supply for repairs included

in delivery

• Recommended maintenance interval

5 years

• Lasita Maja warranty 5 years

• Paints can be ordered separately

(for refinishing)

* Read more about our warranty conditions in
assembly instructions or visit www.lasita.com

Note that the colours shown are from
the actual execution, due to representation
in printing inks, may differ.

PRODUCT FEATURES

For our new coating system, we are cooper-
ating with the German major brand supplier
“OSMO”. They were founded more than 140
years ago and do work with wooden paintings
already in the last 50 years. In their German
factories about 350 employees work to ensure
the high-quality demand of their partners

worldwide. Their “Made in Germany” seal stands
for the entire production chain in own factories.
In this way OSMO can always guarantee high
quality and in all production steps. With OSMO
as partner we can ensure a best possible coa-
ting result and promise long life and protection
of your wooden product.

FOUR COLOURS TO CHOOSE

PRODUCT FEATURES

FALU RED

GLACIERGREEN

CARBON GREY

LIGHT GREY

If your customer wants to mirror a house that is 
coloured on three sides, please let us know  

when ordering.

NEW



What should I consider before ordering a 
garden building?
You should consider that the assembly of a garden building on site can 
be a subject to local regulations depending on which country you are 
in. It is best to inquire at the locally responsible authority about the 
respectively applicable requirements before placing your order. For 
some of our models static calculations are available on request. 

How will my garden building be 
delivered? 
Generally we deliver our garden houses and assembly kits to our 
dealers. On request it is possible to deliver your assembly kit “kerbside” 
to your home. Please be aware that access for a very large truck must 
be guaranteed and you must be reachable via phone to arrange the 
delivery. A sufficiently solid surface must be available to deliver the 
cabin on.

What kind of foundation should I have to 
erect a building on?
A foundation is the lowest and most supporting layer of a building. 
Its uneven settling causes loss of stability and affects the entire 
building. The choice of foundation should be based on the geographical 
peculiarities of the location (e.g. the soil and the freezing limit of the 
ground) in which the garden house will be built and the nature of the 
particular building. We recommend the following types of foundations: 
block foundation, strip footing, pier foundation or base slab. It is 
important to ensure that when building the garden building the base 
frame is level and square. Depending on the type of building, the cross-
sections and installation methods of a base frame may be different – 
check this in our installation manual. In order to prevent complaints later 
on, we recommend to consult an expert.

What tools are required for the assembly 
of my garden building?
In order to assemble your garden house, you will need among others 
the following tools: Phillips or Torx screwdriver, cordless screwdriver, 
wood drill, drilling machine, combination pliers, carpet knife, saw, folding 
ruler, bubble level, cord, hammer, pencil, glue, clamp and a ladder. All 
the hardware needed for assembly of the building are enclosed in the 
assembly kit. Please consider that the assembly will require more than 
one person.

What do I need to consider before the 
assembly of my garden building?
Before you start the assembly of your house, please read the 
assembly instructions. This will prevent problems and save time 
during the assembly. Before the assembly, please check if all parts 
are present with the help of the piece list and look out for possible 
transport damages. Of course, we take greatest possible care during 

the production and during packaging. Nevertheless, it is possible that 
sometimes errors occur or that parts are damaged during transport.

Please pay attention, wood is a natural material and there can be 
differences in its colour, or elements of it may be a bit twisted or bent. 
These peculiarities will not hamper the installation of the garden house. 
Besides ecological cleanness, wood is considered to be the most 
appealing construction material. Every wooden element in a garden 
house is unique and special in regard to its texture and to the size and 
shape of the branches. The stability of the product is not impaired by 
intact or ingrown knots, resin pockets, small fissures or cracks caused 
by the drying process of each element if they have not penetrated 
through it. There may be finger-jointed elements in your garden house 
which, during processing, have become even more stable in terms of 
the twisting and bending which could occur in the future. Wood is a 
living material which can expand and shrink. That´s the reason why our 
log buildings (with the exception of system houses) must NOT be fixed 
with screws in their walls or doors and windows.

What happens if my garden building 
arrives incomplete or damaged?
In order to avoid possible problems during the assembly carried out 
by yourself or the building company of your choice, we recommend 
that you inspect the delivery for its completeness with the help of the 
piece list before assembly. This inspection must be carried out within 
14 days after delivery to your place. Please submit a complaint to our 
dealer who sold you the building accompanied by one or more photos, 
a description of deficiency, the article and serial numbers of the product 
(as marked on the assembly instruction and on the label attached to 
the packing). The best option might be to prove the complaint with the 
returned part and we will gladly provide a spare part or a replacement. 
As a matter of principle we do not refund costs for repairs, materials 
and travel.

What should I use to treat my building? 
After installation, in order to prevent discolouration, bending and 
expansion, the garden house should be finished in its entirety with a 
wood preservative (including windows and doors). Regarding the choice 
of wood preservative, we recommend consulting an expert/paint seller 
or our dealer in your country. We recommend you renew the protective 
coats at least every two years. This will provide lasting protection for 
your garden building for many years to come.

What kind of roofing material shall I use? 
Is it included? 
As a general rule, if the roofing is included in the delivery contents, we 
supply bitumen roofing felt for a temporary roofing. We can also supply 
various high-quality bitumen roof shingles. This will protect your roof 
for a longer time period. Selected houses – especially some models 
with flat roofs – are delivered as a standard with EPDM roof covering, 
rainwater pipe and pipe connectors. Please pay attention to the delivery 
contents of each model in this catalogue which points out if the roofing 
material is included or optional.

GOOD TO KNOW



To enjoy your painted log house for a long time, it is essential to ensure regular and professional maintenance 
of its coating. If you do this maintenance yourself, please read the general safety precautions in our installation 
instructions and also the corresponding maintenance instructions.

If the paint coating suffers from minor damage during installation or delivery, please use the supplied paint to 
repair this damage. This paint supply is intended for repairing minor mechanical damage or re-coating log/board 
ends (spot repair) rather than painting large areas. If you need paint for refinishing, please contact your dealer 
who will assist you.

First and foremost, it is important to clean the paint coating regularly. This extends the useful life of your product 
notably. Inspect your garden house annually for possible contamination, algae growth, damage, loose elements 
or colour degradation. It is also important to keep the paint surface free of vegetation or plants as these would 
prevent adequate ventilation and cause moistness. Pay special attention to the sides facing the sun which are 
most exposed to UV radiation and may need more attention.

Maintenance/refinishing:
1. Clean the surfaces to be maintained with a suitable cleaning agent.
2. Remove loose or porous layers of paint - appropriate abrasive material is recommended.
3. Coat the painted surface using a suitable brush. Make sure to apply rich and even layers of paint.
4. Let the paint dry properly (at least 48h).
5. Apply a second coat to the refinished area (note that less paint is needed this time) to seal the surface.

Proper maintenance allows you to enjoy your garden house for many years to come. If you have any further 
questions, please contact us or your dealer.

Maintenance instructions 
for Lasita Maja colour system




